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The previous Next CVE (Child Vision and Education) NGO in India is a voluntary, non-governmental organization (NGO), a non-profit charity created by like-minded people who are committed to making a difference by working in the holistic development of poorer communities, focusing on the care of the elderly, poor women and needy children in India. CVE
has been working in rural villages and urban slums for the past 20 years in India. To eradicate poverty, the CVE has taken many initiatives for dissolved people of age, repelled children, scornful women. EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARE PROGRAM Children's vision and education programs are grouped into four main areas: The Orphan Adoption Group of
a like-minded person belonging to a very lower class (income/resources wise and status wise in a social set up in India) came along with a social purpose. Skill Development We give skill training to fashion designing for poor women and girls in employment/self-employment. Each training programme shall be implemented for a period of six months.
Rehabilitation Children's Vision Education arranged in the educational institution Sishu Mandiram High School, G.Pullareddy Engg. College campus, Indiaaccoing their age. Home &gt;&gt; What We Do &gt;&gt; Vision &lt;&lt; Back Vision: Work to create a better India that provides basic health, education and opportunities for every citizen. Mission: Being a
knowledge/performance partner in schools, NGOs, corporates, and government agencies for development programs throughout India.IDF NutshellIndian Development Foundation (formerly the Indian Foundation of Leprosy) was established as a charitable national trust and community by the charity commissioner, Mumbai - 1984.  Although we had a humble
start without office, staff members or resources, we will move forward with confidence in the goodness of our people. Trustees – working on models – do not compensate for their social contributions. The ISF is a self-reliant NGO in India.  The IDF has never sought nor made a govt grant or support from major foreign donor agencies so far.  The objectives of
the Fund are managed through public donations received from various sources. The IDF's has passed the test of time with its communication strategy based on proper management principles and practices involving common people in health awareness and money support. The ISF has become a leading NGO in the health sector in India thanks to the
specialised sector of its teams. The ISF works hand in hand with central and state governments and municipal corporations for the state's udder elimination program and the TB control program. IDF includes lakhs of students and citizens leprosy/TB Mobilization.  School teams have their own pride of place.  The ISF has enabled every citizen to participate in
this country's humanitarian effort. The IDF has more than 100 associated hospitals and projects scattered throughout India treating various aspects of leprosy/TB treatment, care, surgery, rehabilitation and the like.  All services are available to citizens without any discrimination. The IDF uses a mass communication medium, such as media channels with
great advantage. Sharing is our holy policy – the ISF gives away significant sums as grants each year to leprosy. TB/ educational projects, from donations received from the general public. The ISF has received national and international awards for its exemplaent services.  It is one of the largest networks and self-reliant NGOs in India and has put a large
number of qualified, effective Social Marketing executives and executives in India.IDF sponsors a good number of deserving students. The IDF runs the Bal Gurukuls/Empowerments Program in India.IDF is a proud partner of the StopTB Partnership for WHO and Partnership for TB Care and Control India.The IDF has launched the Clean India movement and
has adopted Asia's second largest slum mumbai, Malwani as a model project clean-up drive called My Malwani – Mast Malwani'IDF launched by Sarva Sakhi Swabhiman – Women's Empowerment Program, which will include basic education, vocational education, skills development and financial literacy. SINCE 2012, the UN-DESA civil society system and
the UN-DESA Event Management System. The ISF has adopted the profile of the ISF with the Economic and Social Council. The IDF offers social internship programs for students from various universities/institutes/colleges in India, as well as a couple of students from international territories. IDF partners with the International Baccalaureate School for their
CAS programIDF vision is to work towards a better India that provides basic health, education and opportunity for every citizen. In order to actively support the government in its 2020 programme in line with this commitment, we have adopted a mission task aimed at establishing IDF Gurukuls / Empowerment Schools to provide primary educationNouticulate
society resources related to the development of societyPied but support the basis for selected health actionsOrganize rural and tribal development programsSeminability creation programsSumptial youth empowerment series (YES) programsSong social scientific and temperament in society. Mediator and help the government implement development
programs. Improve corporate social responsibility initiativesNeirtūras awareness between the masses and provide a link with health care institutions. Target Poverty Reduction Programme This post was refreshed on 4 April 2020 to include new examples and tips. Mission vision statements reflect the essence of your organization's beliefs and values and
determine its place in the world. The vision statement explains the overall goal of your organisation looking to the future, but the mission statement sets out the current plan to realise the vision. Well-designed missions and visual statements can inspire people to collaborate with your organization and deserve a well thought out place on your website. While a
mission and/or visual statement may appear in other places on the site, it's a good idea to give two homes of your own, where visitors can learn more in depth about what current and future goals are for your nonprofit. Aside from every statement, take this opportunity to explain how your work is progressing towards your mission and vision and teasing the
impact you've had so far. Consider building your mission and vision page in a way that attracts visitors and makes it both easy and interesting to know about the foundation your organization is based on. Make your page stand out with photos that show how you serve your community. Or create a video that shows who runs your nonprofit organization and
why you do what you do everyday. Mission and Vision Pages If you are looking for inspiration, here are 10 examples of non-profit organizations with well designed, compelling mission and vision pages. Get more tips and checklists for great website content in our free guide! The Community Change Center for Community Change includes a remarkable
infographic on their mission page to present their goals in an eye-catching manner. It is accompanied by a more traditional text description, which is great accessibility. The special mission of the Olympic Games to empower children and adults with intellectual disabilities, enabling them to develop physical fitness and confidence, is clearly announced on their
mission page. We welcome the use of video, which is a great way to pay attention to their purpose in an easy-to-grasp way. The Love 146 Love 146 mission page offers a simple yet captivating design that allows you to quickly gain an understanding of who they are. The page contains a captivating photo of two young children alone on the street, clinging to
each other with hearts in the foot. This powerful photo connects with your mission and values by setting the stage so you can learn more about how they are working to accomplish their mission. When you scroll down, the buttons point to the recommended reading to learn more about them. The Trevor Project While The Trevor Project doesn't include epic
photos on their mission page, they certainly know how to grab your attention with a typography. These bold titles and bright colors (along with a refreshing amount of white space) make your mission and vision page easy to navigate and an intriguing look. Bright Pink Bright Pink Mission Page their vision, but also their strategy, approach and values. Their
mission and vision are front and center with examples giving you a clear idea of what the organization is doing. But aside from the fact that their choice of photo and fun, upbeat tone they adopt through content meets their message and audience of young women. Wrapping up the page with a story and quote from their founder had a nice touch to give their
values and approach context. Core Knowledge Core Knowledge gives readers the opportunity to get to know them with images and well-crafted text. They go further than simply listing each statement and are able to explain their vision and connect it with their overall approach to education. And it doesn't hurt that they follow the formatting best practices in
the process.  Health Partners Health (PIH) partners open their page with one succinctly strong line: We're going. We call home calls. We build health systems. What guests0 have a place for: Then they go into more detail through the rest of the page, complete with relevant calls to action on the sidebar page. By giving viewers a direct line to donate or sign up
for an e-newsletter, PIH is more likely to work. KIF1A.ORG We love the photo KIF1A. ORG mission and vision page. It connects to the site theme that children with KIF1A disorder are superheros. They take their inclusion a step further with Google Translate in the sidebar, connecting with their claim to be a global non-profit. With simple information, the
organization is able to prove they're simultaneously and harden their beliefs. Mission and History Pages Some organizations choose to combine their mission and history into one page to connect their past with their goal for the future. This method can show potential supporters why your nonprofit was founded in the first place and what influence the past
makes for your future. The first thing you see on the main mission and history page of the Agricultural Land Trust (MALT) is the agricultural land they are struggling for. Just below the photo, MALT shares about the history of its organization, justifying it with statistics. The first line says it all: Across the country, we lose a staggering 175 acres of farmland every
hour. But here, Marin, we write a different story. By combining their history and mission pages, MALT gives a unified picture of who they are and why they are fighting for farmland. Mission and value pages on the Mission and Value pages share the belief system organization, providing insight into how they work toward their mission. This approach is ideal for
organizations that live and breathe with the value of a system that connects back to their mission and vision. American Red Cross Fact that an organization as big as the American Red Cross was able to condense its mission and values page is quite a feat. They set the page up well, characterized by a new and old photo side-by-side to determine your long
history without even using a single word. Do you feel inspired to breathe new life into your mission and vision page? Good! Such an important page deserves not only to say something great, but to look great as well. Do you have other organizations in mind that have awesome missions and vision pages? Do you have any questions about improving your
nonprofit page? Tell us in the comments below. Under.
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